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Lord Kelvin was once one of many maximum physicists of the Victorian era. well known for the
advance of the Kelvin scale of temperature measurement, Kelvin's pursuits ranged throughout
thermodynamics, the age of the Earth, the laying of the 1st transatlantic telegraph table, let
alone innovations corresponding to a stronger maritime compass and a sounding gadget which
allowed depths to be taken either fast and whereas the send used to be moving. He used to be
an instructional engaged in basic research, whereas additionally operating with and
technological advances. He corresponded Kelvin: Life, Labours and Legacy and collaborated
with different eminent males of technological know-how equivalent to Stokes, Joule, Maxwell,
and Helmholtz, used to be raised to the peerage due to his contributions to science, and
eventually buried in Kelvin: Life, Labours and Legacy Westminster Abbey subsequent to
Newton. This e-book features a choice of chapters, authored by way of major experts,
overlaying the lifestyles and wide-ranging contributions made by way of William Thomson, Lord
Kelvin (1824-1907).
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